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Part three
necessary, affordable, feasible: a
just vision for the tafelberg site
PART three OF THREE

Part One of this submission detailed the
concept of spatial justice and how it applies to
the disposal of Tafelberg. It also outlines why
the original disposal is unlawful. Part Two is a
critique of the existing financial model which
was compiled by the Department of Transport
and Public Works (DTPW). Part Three proposes
an alternative development proposal for the site
with two scenarios: one consists of four-storey,
walk-up social housing units and the other is an
intensification scenario with seven-storey social
housing blocks. The financial details displayed
are only a snapshot of a complex financial model
that was produced with the assistance of number
of experts in the field. The proposals below explore the potential massing on the site; they are
not an architectural design for the site.
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Part One of this submission detailed the
concept of spatial justice and how it applies to
the disposal of Tafelberg. It also outlines why
the original disposal is unlawful. Part Two is a
critique of the existing financial model which
was compiled by the Department of Transport
and Public Works (DTPW). Part Three proposes
an alternative development proposal for the site
with two scenarios: one consists of four-storey,
walk-up social housing units and the other is an
intensification scenario with seven-storey social
housing blocks. The financial details displayed
are only a snapshot of a complex financial model
that was produced with the assistance of number
of experts in the field. The proposals below explore the potential massing on the site; they are
not an architectural design for the site.

Development concept and principles
1

The proposal is based on the legislated principle of spatial justice as supported by the
principle of cross-subsidisation.

2

Government’s constitutional duty to progressively realize the rights to physical housing
structures and property cannot be divorced
from its responsibility to advance spatial
justice. This has recently been legislated as an
overarching principle in the Spatial Planning
and Land Use Management Act1 (SPLUMA)
and the Western Cape Land Use Planning
Act2 (LUPA). This requires the Western Cape
Government (WCG) to redress past spatial
and other developmental imbalances through
improved access to - and use of - land. This
clearly dictates a direct and spatially targeted
approach to restructuring the urban form of
Cape Town.

3

The development seeks to realise best value
for money from the disposal of the Tafelberg
site as understood as the “optimisation of the
return on investment in respect of an immovable asset in relation to functional, financial, economic and social return, wherever
possible”.3

5

4

The proposed development is similar in principle to that put forward by the DTPW,4 except
that it improves upon the flaws that were discussed at in Part Two of this submission.

5

Critically, the proposal investigates a better
way of structuring the approach that ensures
access to low and moderate households and,
in so doing, maximises the opportunities for
cross-subsidising and achieving maximum
return on land value. It also achieves muchneeded innovation in the spheres of public
housing and asset management that can
effectively leverage the capacity of the private
sector.

6

This approach is couched in a sound understanding of the development potential of the
site, prevailing market conditions, as well
as the social housing rental sector.5 It is an
attempt to demonstrate to the Provincial
Cabinet how the development value of the
site can be captured, and how Province can
leverage the land assets it has in areas with
extremely buoyant local property markets to
fulfill a broad array of policy objectives.

Figure 1: Aerial of the site

site analysis
7

The property in question is the site of the
former Tafelberg Remedial High School
located at 355 Main Road, Sea Point east; approximately three and a half kilometres from
Cape Town’s Central Business District (CBD).
The site consists of the remainder of erf 1424
and erf 1675, comprising a total site area of
1.7054 hectares.6

8

Erf 1424 contains the historic Ellerslie School
Building which was previously utilised by
the Western Cape Education Department
until 2010 when the Tafelberg Remedial High
School relocated to new premises in Bothasig.

9

The smaller erf 1675 contained the Wynyard
Mansions and was utilized by the Department
of Human Settlements for residential rental
accommodation.

10

6

In 2011 a heritage specialist was commissioned to prepare a Phase 1 Heritage Impact
Assessment (HIA) for the site.7 The study
concluded that the historic Ellerslie School
building, and an avenue of mature Cape Ficus
Trees leading to the school’s facade from the
southwest entrance, are of significant heritage
value and would therefore need to be protected. See Figure 2 (below).
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Figure 2: Statutory heritage constraints
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Figure 3: Zoning of the Tafelberg site
11

The site benefits from multiple zoning,
which includes Transport Zoning 2, General
Business (GB) 5 and General Residential (GR)
4 - see Figure 3 (above).

12

Owing to its multiple zoning, the site has considerable development potential as of right.
“GB zonings provide for general business
activity and mixed-use development of a medium-to-high intensity. Very few restrictions
relate to use because the aim is to encourage a
range of uses but industry is not permitted.”8

13

“The GR zonings promote higher-density residential development, including blocks of flats.
GR3 and GR4 cater for flats of medium height
and floor space.”9 See Figure 3.

14

According to the 2015 Appraisal for Tafelberg,10 the TR portion is 510m2, the GB5
portion is 2781m2, and GR4 is 13059m2. The
existing school building, which cannot be

demolished, is 3771m2.11 There is approximately 26 880m2 of bulk available as of right.12
See Figure 4.

Figure 4: Current zoning yield
8

15

GB5 allows for a floor factor of 4, 100% coverage and a maximum height of 25m. GR4
allows for a floor factor of 1,5, 60% coverage
and a maximum height of 24m.

16

The surrounding urban fabric is dense and
fine-grained. There is a rich mixture of uses
along the Main Road corridor, despite there
being a number of tall buildings between
Main Road and High Level Road which indicates a highly urbanized neighbourhood. See
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Urban fabric surrounding Tafelberg site

9

Figure 6: Conceptual parcelling of the site

Development Concept

17

The development concept proposed is a heritage-sensitive, mixed-use, mixed-income development that is led by a social housing rental
component. The proposal includes two main
scenarios: one based on current social housing
design typology and a second which explores
a higher-density alternative that maximises
the available bulk for the site.

18

The design is contextually sensitive, both protecting and celebrating the site’s unique heritage and landscape features. It makes a significant contribution to the public realm by way
of a new multifunctional green space on Main
Road. It also provides a variety of outdoor
spaces, ranging from public to private, and
promotes a high-quality environment on its
public edges. Increased pedestrian permeability reinstates the finer-grain pedestrian
network through the site between High Level
and Main Road via Heatherfield Road.

19

The conceptual approach taken is that a
portion of the site is used for market-priced
residential sectional title units together with
commercial retail space. The historic Ellerslie
school building is either sold or leased to

private institutional use. The funds generated
from these market uses would generate an
“opportunity value” in addition to the production costs of the units. This fund could
contribute to the purchase of the land, or
subsidise the production of affordable units
(including the retainment of reserve capital for
long-term maintenance), or a mixture of the
two.

10

20

Both development proposals envision the site
being divided into the following parcels: Block
A/B, along the Main Road frontage; Block C,
along Milner Road; Block D, at the back of
the site; Block E, the historic Ellerslie school
building; Block F, the front portion of the site
on the corner of The Glen and Main Street;
and finally Block G, a usufruct13 in favour of
the City of Cape Town for a stormwater pipe
that runs horizontally through the site.

21

Block A/B is mixed-use retail and market residential use; Blocks C and D are social housing
rental units; Block E remains for institutional
use (and could be a school); Block F is a green
space which anchors the site; and Block G is a
pedestrian spine through the site.

French School precedent (Tafelberg Primary)
22

Tafelberg Primary was leased to the French
School in 2012 for an annual rental income of
R1 800 000 p/a.14 In 2011, the site was valued
at R42.783 million. Both sites are significant
heritage assets. Both were in poor condition
at point of lease. The French School currently
has 350 students whereas the purchaser of
Tafelberg has 200. Any discrepancy in size

between the two school grounds can be
accounted for by incorporating a section of
Block F.
23

French School
5 899m2 total size
3300 m2 bulk
612m2 for play space
146m2 for parking

Not only does this property give a good indication of what the Ellerslie School building is
worth, it also sets a local precedent for what a
compact urban school can look like.
Tafelberg School
4886 m2 total size
3771 m2 of bulk
325m2 for play space
930m2 for parking

Existing school hall
from 1970s
Existing school building
from 1930s

Figure 7: Aerial photo of the French School, Sea Point

11

before

after

Figure 8: Various views of the French School before and after renovation

12

Base Assumptions
24

The property is transferred outright to a
Social Housing Institution (SHI) via competitive tender with a suitable Land Use
Agreement. The SHI is then able to enter into
a partnership with a market developer/builder
to develop a portion of the land. The SHI retains ability to use land as an equity/financing
lever in the partnership and a profit share
agreement is made with the private developer
through a consortium agreement. This is
essential for the SHI (non-profit) to negotiate
from a position of strength with the private
sector (which is driven by profit motive).

25

The partnership profit for Block A/B is split:
50% to the private sector; 45% to the SHI; and
5% for broker sales/commissions.

26

27

28

29

The Ellerslie school building remains. All
other structures without significant heritage
status are demolished. This includes Wynyard
manions given that the building is in bad
condition and the costs of renovation are close
to the same price as constructing new units.
Newer blocks will also utilise the space more
efficiently.
An application is made to transfer unused
bulk from Block F (GB 5 portion) to Blocks
C & D (GR4 Blocks). One motivation for this
departure is that Block F is left undeveloped to
protect and enhance the heritage assets of the
site and to create a public open space. Another
is that there is no additional height and no
additional impact on neighbouring properties.
Minimal parking ratios are applied to the
social housing units portion of the site. This is
justified by the site’s immediate proximity to
three public transportation routes (including
the MyCiTi bus and minibus taxis), and because previous cases have shown that social
housing benefits from the relaxation of these
requirements.
Development phasing is adopted, with the
concurrent construction in Phase 1 of the first
market block and the first social housing block
or building. To limit risk, subsequent phases
follow as per market conditions. This follows a
‘package of plans’ approach.
13

30

Block A on the Main Road frontage consists of retail space on the ground floor, and
basement parking below this for retail and
sectional title units. Block B on the Main Road
frontage consists of market sectional title residential units from the first floor to the seventh
floor. Blocks C and D make up the social
rental housing component. Block E is used for
a market-related institutional use - it is not
refurbished but leased or sold voetstoets. This
portion of the site could return to its historical
use as a school, for example. Block F is left undeveloped and turned into a public open space
which could function as market space.

31

Sectional title residential units are 55m2
units. Two-bed, two-bath, and one basement
parking for R2,640,000. R48,000m2 discounted
from the average R53 000m2 of comparable
newly-built apartments in the area.

32

Housing typology for social housing units are
bachelor (30m2), bed sit (36m2), and two-bedroomed units (42m2).

33

Parking ratio for social housing assumed at
0.125 per unit, 1.2 per sectional title unit and
2 bays/100m2 for retail. Surface parking for
institutional use is provided.

34

In 2017, the Restructuring Capital Grant
(RCG) is expected to increase to R154,000,
along with the Institutional Subsidy Grant
of R120,000 per social housing unit. There
has been an indication that the new grant
quantums may be subject to VAT in the future
so this is explored as a variable.

35

Social housing income bands are increased
from R1,500-R7,500 (R1,500-R3,500 primary
band) to R1,500-R15,000.

36

New bands are assumed at: primary
R1,500-R5,000; secondary R5,000-R7,500;
and GAP 7,500-15,000. Rental calculated as
the band median to get to R975 p/m (bachelor
unit), R1,875 p/m (bedsit), and R 3375 p/m
(two-bedroom unit).

Scenario one: Traditional four-storey social housing
typology
37

Blocks C and D are comprised of rental units
built in the traditional block typology of
four-storey walk-ups. This is currently the
industry norm because of the prohibitive
costs associated with building more than four
storeys (such as elevators and reinforced construction). It is generally accepted within the
sector that building higher is unfeasible within
the current grant and income band regime.

R428,697
• Block C7 is limited to two storeys to ensure
sufficient light in its courtyard
• Capital reserve of R10,737,832 for the SHI.
This is kept in reserve for long-term maintenance
• Province Land Payment is: R75,000,000

• 297 social housing rental units and 89
market residential sectional title units
• Total construction cost is: R389,552,475
• Total social housing construction cost is:
R176,652,435
• Total sectional title residential construction
cost is: R179,116,908
• Average cost of social housing units is:

Figure 9: Scenario One massing model
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Figure 12: Site Plan
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Figure 16. Cross-subsidising market component (sectional title,
retail and institutional use

Figure 18. Vehicular access and parking

Figure 15. Land use: Retail, residential, community facility and
open space

Figure 17. Pedestrian movement through the site

Scenario one results summary

Scenario one development costs and revenues
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Scenario two: mid-rise social housing typology
38

39

This scenario assumes a successful application
for departure to increase the floor factor for
the GR4 portions of the site to 1,8 (in lieu of
1,5) which gives a total bulk of 30,859.2m2.
This allows all the social housing blocks to go
to the maximum height of seven storeys.
Blocks C and D conform to the maximum
height allowed for the GR4 (i.e. seven storeys).
In this scenario, the increased costs associated
with building higher are cross-subsidised by
the market portion of Blocks A/B. This proposal takes advantage of the underlying land
value to allow social housing to densify in a
manner appropriate with the surrounding
built fabric. This innovation (higher density)
within the sector is made possible by the
cross-subsidisation potential that comes with
making highly valuable land available to the

Figure 19: Scenario Two massing model
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SHI below market value.
• 316 social housing rental units and 121
market residential sectional title units
• Total construction cost is: R389,552,475
• Total social housing construction cost is:
R176,652,435
• Total sectional title residential construction
cost is: R179,116,908
• Average SH unit cost is: R594,989
• Capital reserve of R17,665,243 for the SHI
• Province Land Payment is: R76 million
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Figure 16. Cross-subsidising market component (sectional title,
retail and institutional use

Figure 18. Vehicular access and parking

Figure 15. Land use: Retail, residential, community facility and
open space

Figure 17. Pedestrian movement through the site

Scenario two results summary

Scenario two development costs and revenues
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